
  My Second Year Portfolio 

Hello there! 

Thank you for showing an interest in my  digital portfolio! 

Since I have created so much social content whilst at my six months in agency, I 

have gathered a few examples of work that I’ve recently created. 

However, 2014 also saw a lot of freelance PR work I did for small businesses 

who were setting up social channels for the first time...If you would like to re-

quest this feel free to email me at alyshamelvin236@gmail.com 

 

          Alysha 



  Clearsilver PR;;Leeds 
I started my placement at  Clearsilver PR agen-

cy in November 2015 and have since spent 

seven months developing my writing and cre-

ativity skills through work for a numerous 

amount of clients.  

http://www.clearsilver.co.uk/blog/leeds-to-london-my-pr-placement-journey/  

 Key Skills and Tasks 

 Identified press coverage 

 Completed Cision training 

 Generated media listss 

 Produced and gained coverage for two 

press releases 

 Sell in to clients/potential clients 

 Social scheduling; Twitter/Facebook/

Linkedin 

 Drafted and posted blog posts for Clearsil-

ver and clients 

 Sourced data for databases  

NB: Whilst at placement I created 100+ tweets and  Facebook posts for 

Clearsilver and their clients which is why I have only included my most re-

cent work.  

http://www.clearsilver.co.uk/blog/leeds-to-london-my-pr-placement-journey/


  Clearsilver PR;;Leeds 
Over the course of seven months I’ve draft-

ed a vast amount of tweets and Facebook 

posts on behalf of Clearsilver so I’ve gath-

ered my most recent copy. 

Thorough research was put into play before creating the tweets. 

Factors such as what hashtags were relevant, potential people/

organisations we could tweet in addition to a 2016 key dates and 

holidays database collectively aided myself and the team in cre-

ating the best content possible. 

Example  of  a  social  schedule 



  Clearsilver PR;;Leeds 
As I said in my professional profile, if you haven’t already read it you can do so here, I am a self-confessed social media 

addict, which is why I was thrilled when I was told that the majority of my work at Clearsilver would be creating social 

schedules for a whole host of clients including Clearsilver.  

AdWeek suggested that the main aim of drafting tweets is to achieve maximum readability and maximum retweetability 

however, it’s not as easy as it seems and a lot of planning must take place. For example, when I was given the brief that 

the agency were planning on expanding their client base to work with more education companies, I gathered research 

from education exhibitions to help create a 500 contact database of potential clients. This then allowed me to create a 

relationship with them via Twitter before attending events where we would then meet them in public. In addition to 

this, AdWeek proposed that an organisation should ensure they use correct punctuation and impeccable spelling and 

grammar, therefore my work was always proofread before being sent off so it was of the highest quality. 

Other Twitter best practices, as proposed by Audisense, 
 are the use of suitable hashtags and images and ensuring that links are shortened in order to be more accessible. Alt-
hough I haven’t included such in my digital portfolio as there was too many to choose from, I ensured that a minimum 
of two tweets a week included imagery.  I enjoy working with Twitter as it challenges you in the sense that you’re re-

stricted to 140 characteristics- even less so if you’re including images- which is why I found in most cases, especially for 
our clients, an image spoke louder than words. I also ensured that whenever I was tweeting about a national or interna-

tional holiday I used the official hashtags such as #WorldBookDay and #MothersDay in order to gain more coverage.   
 

A best practice that I found effective was to quote retweet other companies and add our own opinion to establish our-
selves as a though leader as opposed to only tweeting things that were self-promoting. This led to high engagement 

from the company themselves and their followers.  

https://allthingsalyy.wordpress.com/about/
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-perfect-tweet/447086
https://www.audiense.com/12-tips-craft-tweets-will-get-retweeted/


 Penstripe Edu 
Penstripe Edu are one of Clearsilver’s educa-

tion clients who showcased their product– a 

homework planner app– at an event called 

ICT for Education 2016. 

After being sent over the schedule for the 

event I created three blog posts summarising 

the day in each location. 

Blog post 1 

Blog post 2 Blog post 3 

https://www.penstripe.co.uk/blog/2015/11/ict-for-education-london-friday-6th-november/
https://www.penstripe.co.uk/blog/2015/11/ict-for-education-birmingham-friday-20th-november/
https://www.penstripe.co.uk/blog/2015/12/ict-for-education-newbury-friday-4th-december/


 Penstripe Edu 
 

Out of all of the aspects of PR, blogging is probably one of my favourite practices as you aren’t restricted 
to word counts. I also feel like it is more of a challenge as you can’t retweet/share your work and have to 
work hard to carefully integrate your social media with your posts in order to create a synergy between 
the two. Hubspot described this process as vertically integrated publishing; the ability to create inter-

esting content then determining the best methods to publicise them in order to improve reach. Which is 
why for the likes of Penstripe and Bespoke Birthing whenever I posted a blog post, I advertised it through 

Twitter and Facebook for those who didn’t follow the blog regularly.  
 

The blog posts I created for Penstripe were the first I had ever done for a business, therefore it was im-
portant to ensure I was communicating using the correct tone of voice- even more so due to the fact it’s 
an education company- as opposed to how I would for my own. (For tips on how to establish the perfect 

tone of voice for your company, have a look  here)  

Entrepreneur suggested that in order to create an effective blog post you must have a point, images, 
structure, unique content and it must be of a ‘substantial’ length/ I believe that the posts I created on be-

half of Penstripe achieved this as I kept the blog short by briefly stating who attended the event with a 
small amount of additional information on what they said. The images we chose were carefully selected, 
for example, the Newbury post including an image taken from Twitter of a speaker tweeting us. Not only 
does this promote our Twitter page it also shows that Penstripe fully engaged with other organisations.  

http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/5963/4-Business-Blogging-Best-Practices.aspx#sm.000186uu9u2gmdx6zqk2hhshhpptl
http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2014/11/10-tips-tone-of-voice-impact/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/233891


 Bespoke Birthing 
Bespoke birthing  is a private midwife ser-

vice and again one of Clearsilver’s clients 

and goes by the twitter handle of 

@MidwifeLesley . 

Blog post  

C
lick M

e 

http://www.bespokebirthing.co.uk/difference-midwife-doula/#more-1614
https://www.facebook.com/Bespoke-Birthing-Midwifery-Practice-356401527815759/?fref=nf


 Bespoke Birthing 
C

lick M
e 

https://twitter.com/MidwifeLesley


 Bespoke Birthing 

Finally were the Facebook posts that I created for Bespoke Birthing, this was probably my favourite client to 
work with as I really enjoyed writing content that I knew would help someone. This was because as opposed 
to selling Lesley’s private midwifery services we focused more on making the social channels a place where 
women can seek advice and tips on pregnancy and labour. This created value in our posts, an excellent prac-

tice to implement as suggested by Forbes.  
 

At the beginning of every month I would make a 30 day social schedule for both their Facebook and Twitter 
page making changes when necessary when breaking news occurred such as the junior doctors strike, sports 
relief Mums Talk campaign and trends in medicine. Planning a one month social schedule is hard as it entails 
60 posts overall therefore a lot of research had to take place regarding upcoming, relevant events. In order 

to remain consistent in my posts, every Monday in addition to at least one other day, I would post about Be-
spoke Birthing’s “new weekly blog post” with a bitly link attached, to truly position her as a thought leader. 
(You can read more tips on how to run a successful Facebook business page and the importance of routine 

here) 
   

I also ensured that the images I used suited our target audience which are primarily female ,for example 

softer images such babies/cute kids clothes, in addition to more hard hitting ones such as what can happen 

if you don’t get your child vaccinated. The emotional aspect of the imagery  encourages mothers to share 

the content with their friends and family.  

http://www.forbes.com/sites/thesba/2014/05/05/5-content-tips-for-your-facebook-business-page/#16ed29ea304f
http://www.socialmediatoday.com/content/top-10-must-read-tips-run-successful-facebook-business-page


 Blue Diamond STL 

Blue Diamond STL are Clearsilver’s most recent client and started 

out with no Facebook o Twitter page therefore it was my responsi-

bility to create both pages and a three month social schedule to 

give them the kick start they needed. In addition to this I also cre-

ated a plan on who they should be connecting with on Twitter and 

relevant hashtags that they should be using in order to  increase 

their followers . 



 Blue Diamond STL 

I attend placement every Wednesday and last 

week I wrote my first press release! I was a 

part of the whole process from creating the 

media list, to research to the final stages of 

crafting the copy and sending it out.  

 

However, it doesn’t get sent out until 

13/05/2016! 

 

Stay Tuned 

To see the coverage that I gain hopefully in 

the most respectable building and construc-

tion magazines, in addition to Business Desk 

and Yorkshire Post! 

On that day I also wrote three Linkedin posts 

for Blue Diamond STL which again won’t be 

posted until 13/05/2016 then the next two 

Friday’s following.  

 

 

 

 

 

Stay Tuned 

To see the feedback my posts achieve and the 

new connections I make for the company in 

the building, business, and construction 

world! 


